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Climate Action

Councils & Beyond
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Public Practice    
Climate Response 

Working Group
/

Join our LinkedIn Group! 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8902130/

Recruitment starts again in April for Oct ‘21 Cohort

https://www.publicpractice.org.uk/
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Accomplishments of officers in PP / CRWG networks….

Officers developing Climate Action 
Plans even in absence of political 

declarations

“Secured a Low Energy Design Strategy
(targeting Passivhaus standard) for all new 

homes delivered
by a council over the next 20 years”

Knowledge share and 
working groups bridging 

across local authority 
boundaries

Many officers actively 
delivering climate / carbon 

strategies within local 
authorities

Design Quality training – building 
awareness of environmental and 

landscape 

Local authority officers 
influencing professional and 

industry action plans
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Public Practice Resources
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The barriers faced…

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2020_placeshaping_capacity_survey.pdf





HOW IS CLIMATE RESPONSE RELEVANT TO US?
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In the UK, the built 

environment, accounts for 

around 42% of emissions

5.2 million buildings are 

currently at risk of flooding in 

the UK 
(Environment Agency, 2019)



WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR? 
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Needs Analysis Action PlanGap Analysis

A review of what is 

needed at a local, 

regional and planetary 

scale. 

Analysis of our 

schemes and 

operations to date

Setting out our plan of 

how to adapt our 

schemes to respond to 

the identified needs.  



ACTION PLANNING
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https://www.bioregional.com/one-planet-living

https://www.bioregional.com/one-planet-living


GAP ANALYSIS 
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BUSINESS WIDE TOOLS  
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Set up 

business 

wide 

initiatives 

Standard 

Employers 

Requirements

Updated

Post Occupancy 

Survey 

Updated 

Standard 

Residents 

Handover Pack 

Community 

Insight 

Baselines

Design brief 

and 

specifications



How to achieve net zero carbon 

on projects already underway? 



ONE PLANET LIVING : NET ZERO CARBON
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Proportion of 

energy 

savings at Be 

Lean, Be 

Clean and Be 

Green stages

60%;  30%; 

10%.

Maximise 

Solar PV on 

site with 

storage 

capability

Low heating 

demand 

Energy 

efficient

< 35

kwh/sqm/y

Be 100% 

renewable 

electric homes

Low total 

energy use 

demand of

< 105 

kWh/sqm/y

unregulated 

energy 

consumption 

is offset by 

UK offsite 

renewable 

and/or 

woodland and 

reforestation 

projects

Follow The 

Low Energy 

Transformation 

Initiative (LETI) 

guide. 

target for < 15 

kwh/sqm/y 

target for < 35 

kwh/sqm/y 



Thank youThank you

Ciara Hanson CMLI

Brick By Brick





https://lambethclimateaction.commonplace.is/

https://lambethclimateaction.commonplace.is/




EXTERNAL: BOROUGH WIDE 

CARBON EMISSIONS

 Three main sources of carbon emissions

1. Homes

2. Industrial and commercial

3. Transport

 These emissions arise from the fuel we use to 
heat and power our homes, workplaces, and 
vehicles

 We have seen significant decreases over the 
last 15 years, particularly as the UK has 
increased the amount of renewable energy 
produced

 But we will need to go much further to reach 
carbon neutrality



INTERNAL: COUNCIL’S 

CARBON EMISSIONS

 The gas and electricity we use to power 

buildings is the biggest source of emissions for 

the council (98.9%)

 Of this, the most significant contributor is our 

council homes (65.7%)

 Council accounts for less than 5% of borough-

wide emissions, but plays a critical leadership 

and enabling role



IMPACTS OF CLIMATE 

CHANGE IN LAMBETH

 Rising temperatures and heat waves

 Increased risk of flooding

 Increase in air pollution



Climate change, like 
covid-19 and other 
shocks, could worsen 
existing 
vulnerabilities and 
inequalities





Climate action is not 
an additional priority–
it is the means by 
which we can achieve 
some of our core 
outcomes





VISION & KEY OUTCOMES

INTERNAL: Transform the 

council’s operations and estate to 

be carbon neutral by 2030

EXTERNAL: Agree and facilitate a 

borough-wide approach to reach 

carbon neutrality

EXTERNAL: Improve the 

borough’s resilience to the 

impacts of climate change

A just, thriving and resilient Lambeth, that has played its part in mitigating the worst impacts of climate change 

and has adapted to protect the health, wellbeing and prosperity of its residents. To achieve this, we will:  



PROGRAMME OVERVIEW: WORKSTREAM STRUCTURE

Communications & engagement

Data & decision-making

Adaptation & resilience

Energy & buildings

Transport & air quality

Waste & circular economy

Green economy: Local training & jobs, community wealth building (e.g. community energy), increasing green business

Inequality and public health: Reducing fuel poverty, prioritising residents at risk of impacts, improving health



EXAMPLE: ENERGY & BUILDINGS WORKSTREAM - SCOPE & KEY PROJECTS

Zero Carbon 
Energy & Heat

Strategy and programme 
of interventions to 

decarbonise energy and 
heat

Council: Expand renewable energy generation (e.g. solar PV) 
on our own estate and replace gas where possible

Borough: Develop energy & heat strategy (consider: district 
heat networks, heat recovery, renewable energy generation)

Zero Carbon 
Retrofit

Improve energy efficiency 
of existing buildings and 
adapt to the impacts of 

climate change

Council: Programme of retrofit – Housing, Non-resi, Schools

Borough: Enable retrofit for partners and residents (e.g. case 
studies, trusted advice and contractors, access to funding)

Zero Carbon 
New Build

Facilitate net zero 
development that will be 

able to cope with the 
impacts of climate change 

Council: Lead the way with our own development (e.g. set 
and monitor KPI’s with HfL and Capital Studio)

Borough: Review and optimise net zero policy / levers 

Green economy: Local training & jobs, community wealth building (e.g. horticulture jobs), green business

Inequality and public health: Reducing risk of negative impacts, prioritising residents at risk of impacts



A CITIZENS’ ASSEMBLY ON CLIMATE CHANGE

Typically between 
20 and 150 

members of the 
public 

To deliberate for 
over at least 

twenty five hours

The members 
are randomly 
selected to a 
profile that 
reflects the 

diversity of the 
population the 

process is 
serving

After sharing ideas 
and opinions with 
each other, and 

hearing from a range 
of independent 

experts, the 
participants write a 

set of 
recommendations

A diverse panel 
of key 

stakeholders 
meets to check 
the process is 
balanced and 

unbiased

All citizens are 
paid for their 

involvement and 
supported to 

participate fully



C-19 HAS DELAYED 

OUR CITIZENS’ 

ASSEMBLY

 But we need to maintain 

momentum around this work

 We launched our online pre-

engagement in July 2020

 https://lambethclimateactio

n.commonplace.is/

https://lambethclimateaction.commonplace.is/


AWARENESS & ENGAGEMENT:

Hold a successful and inclusive 

citizens’ assembly and publish our 

borough-wide climate action plan

DATA & IMPACT MEASUREMENT: 

Continue to improve our baseline 

data and agree our roadmap to net 

zero (council & borough-wide) 

COLLABORATING & EMBEDDING:

Embed climate mitigation and 

adaptation into business as usual and 

support a green economic recovery

OUR KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS



THANK YOU



WORKING TOWARDS A CLIMATE ACTION PLAN

JO GAY – TEAM LEADER: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND PROJECTS



CLIMATE EMERGENCY DECLARATION

 WCC Carbon Neutral by 2030

 Zero Carbon City by 2040

19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



CLIMATE EMERGENCY PROGRAMME KEY OBJECTIVES

19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



CITY WIDE EMISSIONS (2017)

19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



COUNCIL EMISSIONS (2018)

19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



DEVELOPING THE ACTION PLAN

I19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



PANDEMIC-DRIVEN OPPORTUNITIES

19th February 2021
RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels between 24th March and 22th April in 2019 and 2020 at 

Westminster’s automatic air pollution monitoring sites.



NEW NORMAL

19th February 2021RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

119th February 2021

RTPI LONDON – CLIMATE ACTION PLANS IN LONDON COUNCILS

Let’s keep in touch

climateemergency@westminster.gov.uk


